
carefully handcrafted 
to fit little ones



Leander is much more than furniture design. We believe in 
supporting families all over the world to create a meaningful 
everyday life.

To us, designing baby and children’s furniture is a passion driven 
by purpose; It has to make a positive difference for you and your 
child, and we devote all our attention to do so. Whether it is 
bringing parents and new-born closer together at night, solving 
a practical problem with changing nappies or creating a safe way 
for families to gather around the dinner table. 

Great design is a given for us. But a design is never better than the 
need and purpose it fulfills. We combine carefully thought-out 
functionality with material, shape and uncompromising quality 
obtaining furniture that are handcrafted to fit the child. Never the 
other way around. 

Becoming a parent is special. It is an intensely emotional journey 
filled with breathtaking moments and difficult choices. Embrace it 
and leave the rest to us. 

ALL THE CARE  
IN THE WORLD



Classic™ baby- junior bed

The Classic™ line is known for its organic and 
classic shapes. The rounded corners and elegant 
curves create an almost sculptural expression, that 
embraces and stimulates the child in sheer comfort. 

A beautiful combination of carefully selected 
materials like moulded beechwood and soothing 
cotton gives you a unique and solid piece of 
furniture without compromise.  

You find the entire collection at leander.com

LEANDER
CLASSIC™

Classic™ high chairClassic™ dresser

Classic™ cradle



Matty™ changing mat

Matty™ changing matMatty™ hoodie

LEANDER
MATTY™ 

The Matty™ line revolutionise the entire way 
we think of changing spaces. Moulded PUR 
is the focal point as we have created the first 
changing stations to imitate the important 
skin to skin contact.

Matty is designed to keep your child safe and 
make your life easier. With high sides that 
prevent your baby from rolling off the mat 
and a water-resistant surface that is free from 
endocrine disruptors, you give your child 
a safe, clean and soft changing experience 
diaper after diaper. With Matty™ textiles you 
can complete the experience.  

You find the entire collection at leander.com



Linea™ baby cot

Linea™ changing tableLinea™ side-by-side bed

Linea™ dresser

LEANDER
LINEA™ 

The Linea™ line is contemporary, innovative and 
sophisticated furniture with an edgy look. It is 
tailored to fit an urbane lifestyle and embraces 
the beauty of solid craftsmanship and unique 
features that make parenting a little easier.

Being true to our design tradition and aim to 
create furniture that challenges materials and 
makes a difference, Linea™ explores new paths 
and new expressions giving you a distinct and 
modern piece of furniture.   

You find the entire collection at leander.com



stig leander
Designer & Founder

At birth a long and wild journey begins.
 
Stig designs furniture for children with the 
vision of making the journey easier and better.
He sees opportunities rather than limitations 
and approaches the discipline of handcraft 
with both love and respect. He challenges and 
explores the possibilities and properties of the 
materials. Down to the smallest detail.
 
This has resulted in a wide range of children’s 
furniture, which is unique in both design, 
quality and functionality. This is Danish 
design at its best.

WE WISH TO EASE  
THE LIFE OF PARENTS

classic and functional design

To us, designing baby and children’s furniture is driven by the 
purpose to make a positive difference. That is why a true Leander 
design always combines carefully thought-out functionality and 
uncompromising quality. Our furniture grows and moves with 
the child and can be passed on from generation to generation. 

That is what characterize a real design classic. 

materials and safety

We select materials with the utmost care. They have to be durable, 
aesthetically pleasing and highly functional. Working with wood, 
leather, moulded PUR-foam, felt and fabric, we devote attention 
to quality and detail into everything we do and make. We always 
challenge and explore the possibilities of materials in the pursuit 

to make everyday life easier for parents around the world.  

movement and freedom

Children move. Even in their sleep. That is why a Leander design 
is shaped to either move with the child or give the child freedom 

to move and grow. With an ongoing focus on economics and 
functionality, we strive to stimulate the baby’s senses, balance and 

motor skills giving the child the best conditions to develop and 
find new adventures. 



@leander.furniture   #leandermoments   leander.com

FOR ALL OF US WHO  
KNOW THAT OUR  
CHOICES MATTERS


